
c) In t'le relativistic case 8 does not coincide either 
witl~ I.he otto-Arzeiies tf3mpcrature or with the Planck
Einstcin tempc1ature. F'or 8 the law of transfor niation 
from one fran1c of reference to the other has the forrn 

0=0 0 )1 +p· 2 ;ci -p' 2 &i=Pl 2 (p"=O) 

l'he teniperature iB not needed, generally speaking, (or 
the construction of relativistic hydr<Xfynarnics. 

In conclu.sioo, it is my pleasant duty to thank A. V. 
Bobylev for a useful discussion 
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I'he classical theory of heterophase equilibria as
sumes the introduction of the idea of a mathematical sur
face separating the phases, at which the density qf tJ.ie sub
stance has a finite discontinuity.. An energy proportional 
to the area is ascribed to the interphase surface, and the 
location of the surface is considered as an independent 
degree of freedom..1 I'he problem of a cootinuoos descrip
tion of the interphase layer· was considered by van der 
Waals, 2 who first used the model of a substan.ce with a 
weakly nonlocal equation of state!): 

pF(p llp T) ~ pF(p T) + ,(P 7J('ilpJ'/2 (1) 

where Fw, 'Vp, r) is the specific free energy, p is the 
density, r iB the temperature, ('Vp )2 ='Yip 'Yip, 'Yi iB the 
operator of covariant differentiation in the metric gij of 
the observer, F(p, f) is the specific free energy of the 
homogeneous substance ,3 and £(,p' r) is a positive func
tion, monotonic in p .. We shall assume that the quantity 
;\ = (cp/ F)1/', having the dimensions of length, is much 
smaller than the characteristic size of the region occupied 
by the medium .. If the function F is convex in p, the pres
ence of the second term in (1) has practically no effect 
because of the smallness of .\.. ro model liquids ex
periencing first-order phase transitions, van der Waals 
proposed the use of functions F that are nonconvex in p , 

e .. g .. , for the van der Waals gas2: 

F(p T) ~f(T)-ap-RTln(l/p-bJ, (2) 

where a, b, and Rare constants. The van der Waals 
theory has recently been justified in the statistical theory 
of inhomogeneous liquids4 and has been used to describe 
both plane2•5,!i and curved2•7 interphase boundaries .. Ho\\1-

ever, these works lacked general equilibrium equations 
for media with energy given by (l); in particular, the ex
pression for the stress tensor in the interphase zooe was 
not obtained. 

1. General methods for constructing modelB of con
tinuous media with higher derivatives were developed 
in Refs 3 and 8-11. We introduce the following notatioo: 
xi, i = 1, 2, 3 are the coordinates of the observer, and 
~a, a = 1, 2, 3 are the Lagrangian coordinates; the law 
of motion (deformation) of the medium is xi =xi(~a). 
The density p is expressed in terms of the determinant 
Ji = det(oxi/ O (a) by the formula p = p fi-l, Where p((G) 

is a specified function of the Lagrangian coordinates. 
Let the free-energy density F be a known function of p , 
V'p , and T.. I'he equilibrium conditions follow from the 
\.'tUiational equation3: 

6fpf:dv+Ok'=0 l=T~ {3) 

' The variations 6xi(~a) of the law of motion with fixed Lag-

rangian coordinates are ta.ken as independent. 

rhe standard variational procedure3 leads to the equi
librium equations 'Yi"P°/ = O and to the following expression 
for the functional oW: 

;v 

where ni are the components of the normal vector to the 
surlace av. and pi and p~ are given by the following 
equations of state: 

af 
P' = P~ 

a V' ,p 

ai' , ( ai' ) ' p -- V;p + p· V; --
3V'1p aV;p 

Io obtain the boundary conditions \Ve shall specify the 
functional 6 Vl \Vhen V is the entire region occupied by the 
medium: 

.. a I ~h = J !Q; - O>:' + R;li:r.')Ja = f P0 0x'1:,Ja. (;j 
1 1 a11 ) v 
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\\here P 0 is the fixed pressure at the boondary of the re
gi<YI . Let the surface av _be _specified by the equations 
:xi :::crl(u1, u2l;. a AB :::::_gijr 1Ar 1B is the metric induced oo 
the: surface, r 1A ::::: ar 1 /auA, A, B = l, 2. \Ve define the 

A l A- · tensor ui b) the ormulas u1 a AB -= IiB A comparison 

0 [ (1) ::ind (5) leads to the following bo:mdary condition 
to1 the equilibrium equations: 

\\ c note that a stress tensor depending on the density 
gradients \\3.S evidently first considered by Korte\'>eg12 

(see also Ref. 13) .. 

(6) 

2. Although the stress tensor is not spherical in the 
general case, its structure is special. In view of this we 

h:i.ve: 

Assertion 1. rheequilibiiumequations 'ViPji=O 
have the general integral 

( 
ar' ) -
-- = µ0 = consl 
(J\i;p 

(7) 

Rem a r k An analogous assertion is also t:rue for 
the case when the free-energy density depends on higher 
derivatives of the density .. Let /\ = pf(p 'ilip 'V, r:1 p 7) 
then 

p = (,\ p ~) b' - [~ - ~ (~) 
lip 1 au,p p avr;\!iP 

and.the equality ViPi; = -P\!;(OA/Op) = o is valid, where 
6/0p is the variational derivat!ve. For specific flows 
cl the mediUm under consideration one can easily obtain 
generalizations of. the Bernoulli and Cauchy-La.grange 
integrals with the pressure functioo replaced by oA/ op .. 

.3. We now coo.sider spherically symmetric equilibri
um zontigurations .. We take the simplest expression (1) 
as F .. The equilibrium equation in spherical coordinates 
has the form 

JP d [ of - =- 2_ 
JR - dR p 3p 

_.!. p' a(</pJ (dp)' 
2 ap c1R 

- P< (.'!.!.. + 2 dp ) l = - 2.'_ (!!..)' 
dR 1 R dR R dR 

(8) 

To describe nuclei (localized density inhomogeneities) 
with a characteristic size much less than I VJ 113 it is 
natural to go over to the problem in an infinite region .. 
According to (6), ooe should seek the solutions in the class 
of sufficiently smooth functioos such that 1 V p I -· O as 
R- ., . llle pressure at infinity is fixed by the second 
boundary conditioo: P'(oFJop)lp, = P, = P(~) p,(P, T,) = 

p(.,). Integrating (8), we obtain the relation f\0)-P(~) 

2 f e(dp/dR)2 dR/R • which goes over· into the classical 
• 

formula of Laplace 1 if the density gradient is localized in 
the vicinity o[ a certain R = R* .. 
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Let us \V:rite out the integral (7): 

(
d'p 2 dp) 

' - +- -
dR 2 R dR 

I ac (dp)' a 
+ -- - = -

2 3p dR Op 
[p(F - µ,)J (9) 

. .\s R ~-co, \VC obtain p1 (0F/Op) -· Po p(aF/Op) + F ..... µo, and 
therefore µ 0(P0, T~ has the mearu.ni of the chemical IX>ten
tiaL Thus the problem reduces to integration of (9); the 
stresses are then recovered from the known function p(R): 

PRR "' -P - E(dp/dR) 2 pf)fJ = P'fl.., = ·-P. 

For nonconvex functions F (p , r J of the type under 
consideration (e . .g ... the van der Waals function (2) at tem
peratures below the critical temperature] there exist 
spinodal points P1 and P2 defined by the conditions (Fig .. l): 
aF/O(lfp)lp, P, = -P, 2 a 2 r1a~(I/p)lp,.P, = o .. A qualitative 
investigation of the behavior of. the int.egral curves of Eq .. 
(9) permits us to prove the following assertion: 

Assertion 2. For P 1 < P 0 < P 2 there 
exists a unique inhomogeneous "soliton" 
solution of Eq. (9). 

Let UB give brief explanatioos. We set c = c 1(T,l 
for simplicity .. We define the equilibrium pressure P6(TJ 
for the given temperature T0 using Maxwell's rule: 

p' aF I =P;(To) (p aF +f)I =l'o(P; To) 
ap P;· P; Op P~. P; 

!'he case when the denser {ilase is looated at the center 
corresponds to the interval Pris P0 s P2.. The dashed 
lines in Fig. 2 show the integral curves of the equatioo 

dP/dR=O,where P= !! (<ip)' - p(f-l'o)•withP0 lying 
2 dR 

within the interval indicated above .. A bifurcation (a co-

P, ,. 
0 

'• 

1/f 

l 
1 

--- ---
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alescence of a center and a saddle point) occurs at P 0 =
P:, while at P 0 = Pri a separatrix joining both saddle 
points arises.. Equation (9) can be rewritten in the form 

!!.! = - 2f1, (dp ) ' 
dR R dR 

, so that P decreases as R -· '° and the 

integral curve of Eq .. (9) will interseet the lines P = canst. 
We shall indicate some properties of the critical nuclei. 
II at point p0 the function g =-p(F - µ 0 +Po/ p) has a 

. a' 
ma..xunum g - _ - (P _ PQ )1 

2 

a2 r 
a1 =r/ --, ,thenfor 

a(J/pt 

large R we obtain p - (l/R)exp(-aR/.../f1 ) With increasing 
degeneracy (a-· O, corresponding to approach to the CI'it

ical point or to the spinodal, i..e .. , the boundary of meta
stability) the density gradients decrease and the nucleus 
ceases to be a concentrated formatioo For values of P 0 

near Pti the density gradients are localized in the vicinity 
of R = R*, the latter quantity being determined from the 
classical formulas of Gibbs..1 As p 0 -· Pci' the density at 
the center (R ::: O) tends to its maximum value, while the 
effective "radius" of the nucleus tends to infinity so that 
the pha.se boundary approaches a plane. 

These conclusions are confirmed by the results of 
numerical integration of Eq,, (9) for a function F (.p, I') of 
special for·m. 7 

I.et us present an approximate solution, asymp;otical
ly exact in the limit P 0 -Pri(P0 -P,): 

p(O) d 
R(p) = ,/<:' f --,:====p== 

p Jl[p'(F - /.IQ)+ P0 J (10) 

where p(O) is the root (differing from pr) of the equation 
p(F(p, Tc) - µ0(P0, Tc)) + P0 = o .. For uear-equilibrium 
configurations an explicit expression can be obtained for 
R* .. I.et R* correspond to the maximum of dp/ dR .. I'hen 
R* = R(J>*), where p* is determined from the equation 
p(OF/3p) + F = µ.a. Po.;;;; p' < P (0) I'he width of the inter
phase z ooe is specified in the standard manner: 

2h = P<J - p(2L = J"i7 p(O) - Po 
(dp/dR)I, v'2[p'(F0 (p' T0 )- µ,)+Pol 

The coo.stzuction of the approximate solution from a spe
cified function F(p, r) and fixed P 0, T 0, and <1<rc) thus 
reduces to finding the roots of nonlinear equations and 
calculating integrals.. The values obtained for the maxi
mum density p(O) give a lower bound for the correspond
ing quantity. 

4 .. In the investigatioo of the problem in an infinite 
region the vaziational formulation (3) requires regular iza
tion, since the integrals in (3) diverge. It is not difficult 
to verify that the correspcnd.ing variational problem in R3 
has the form or = 0, I ::: f G du (; = p(i - µ,, l + Po Equa-

R' 

tion (9) is then \Vritten more compactly: oG; Op == o. In 
considering the functional I, we go over from specifica
tion of the tctal mass to specification of the chemical 
potential at infinity. For homogeneous states the problem 
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reduces to seeking the extrema of the Gibbs functioo. 
G(V, r 0, Pc) = F(V, Ic) + P 0V. 

We shall consider the problem of the stability <i. the 
solutions under study. ConfigurationB corres~ to 
the minimum of the functional I will be called stable. In 
this case it is easily pr oven that the denBity distributioos 
obtained are unstable. This fact is known in field theory 
as the Derrick-Hobart theorem. u. _For the proof it is 
sufficient to consider the single-parameter family of per
turbations concentrated in the vicinity ci large gradients 
of the density PalRl = p (R/ a), where p(R) is the solutioo 
being investigated for stabilit) and a is a parameter. 

fhe instability of critical nuclei has also been es
tablished ii""l the classical theory of nucleation..1 Dis
cussioo.s in terms of the radius of the nucleus (a collec
tive coordinate} do not have precise meaning in the vicin
ity of the spinodal points, and it is natural to consider the 
energy scale of the critical fluctuations: ft W er I = 
f(fipf"! -·µ,[Pi)do where n TI denotes the difference of 

R' 
the values for the homogeneous solution and the inhomo
geneous solution that coincides with it at infinity .. The 
calculatioo of I WCI TI is the fundamental problem in the 
determination of the nucleaticn rate. Using the approxi
mate solution (10), we obtain the estimate 

, , _
4 

lfi of~ Po[F(po.To)-µu)-2p[F(p,1o)-µ 0 J-P0 
llWKpl - 11€1 

o(o) v'2[p{F- µo) +Po] 

x [ J dp' ] ' d 
o<oJ ../2{p(F- ~) + Pof P 

In an investigation of the problem of a small nucleus 
in a finite volume the solutions obtained above can be 
used as the inner asymptct:ic form. 

The author thanks Academician L L. Sedov, V .. L. 
Berdichevskii, A .. N. Golubyatnikov, and v. A .. Zheinoro
vich for useful discussion of the work and fOI remarks 
which are taken into account in the writing of. this note. 

!)An expression differing from ( 1l by a divergence term was considered 

in Ref. 2 
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